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Knowledge 4: Chapter 7
Worksheet 7: The extra mile

Name:  

Date:  

1. Combine the two parts of the expressions about volunteering.

a. Work
b. Help
c. Teach
d. Visit
e. Collect
f. Clean up

  in a soup kitchen.
  clothes.
  the Bible.
  old people.
  outdoor spaces.
  in an animal shelter.

 
2. Use the expressions in activity 1 to complete the sentences below.

a. We are working on a project to     to distribute among the people in refugee camps.
b. My sister and I     in our neighbourhood twice a week. They enjoy talking with us and 

spending time with young people.
c. When he was younger, my dad did not like animals, but after he    , he changed 

his mind about them. At home, we have tree dogs and one cat.
d. A local organisation is looking for volunteers to    . They have seen too much 

waste and trash in the parks and near the lake.
e. I am taking a course in my church to    . I want to tell my friends about God and his Word.
f. I learned to cook during the time I    .

3. Read the text and complete the gaps with the correct form of the verbs in parentheses.
 
Hi! My name is Andrea, and I would like to tell you about my experience as a volunteer. I  
(a)     (participate) in many volunteering projects in these past years, 
and I (b)     (do) many different things. For example, I  
(c)     (walk) dogs, and (d)     (help) old people 
with their house chores once a week.
Next month, I am going to travel with Sarah, a friend of mine, to a village that was destroyed 
by a hurricane. Sarah (e)     (be) a volunteer in the past, and she has a 
vast experience in relief work.
The agency in charge of this project is an international agency. From the time it was 
founded until now, it (f)     (organise) projects in 17 countries, and it (g)     (provide) some 
form of support to more than 200,000 people.
 
4. Use the prompts to write negative sentences. Use the present perfect.

a. (I / not work / animal shelter / before)
    

b. (the old man / not leave / his house / this week)
    

c. (we / not read / the article about Ayuda Urbana)
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d. (our teacher / not tell / us / the final grades)
    

e. (Beth / not apply / for the volunteer job abroad)
    

f. (they / not finish / the report about their relief work in Africa)
    

5. Make questions with the prompts given. Use the present perfect. Then answer them about you or a person you know.

a. A:    ? (ever / you / write an article)
B:    

b. A:    ? (ever / you / speak to a 
foreigner)
B:    

c. A:    ? (ever / you / skip school)
B:    

d. A:    ? (ever / you / sing karaoke)
B:    

e. A:    ? (ever / a friend of yours / 
pass an exam without studying)
B:    

f. A:    ? (ever / your teacher / tell a 
silly joke in class)
B:    

6. Read the text and circle the correct option.

I (a) wanted / have wanted  to dedicate a summer to do something for others for a long time. 
My best friend (b) did / has done volunteer work every summer for the past four years, and I 
would like to do the same. He (c) travelled / has travelled  to many places helping people in 
need. He (d) worked / has worked  as a volunteer for the first time at the age of 12, when he 
was a member of the Pathfinders Club. 
My pastor (e) encouraged / has encouraged me to apply for a volunteer position in ADRA. I 
think I will do it soon.
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